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AYLUS SCHOLAR and AYLUS SCHOLAR NETWORK Description 
 
 

1.  In order to commend the high school graduates who have made outstanding contributions to 

the community with excellent academic performance, to continue to support the high school 
graduates cultivated by AYLUS, and to create a community for mutual support and information 
exchange, the American Young Leaders Foundation (AYLF) established AYLUS Scholar and 
the AYLUS Scholar Network in 2021. 

2.  Every October, the AYLF Board of Directors will issue AYLUS Scholar scholarships and 

certificates of honor to those high school graduates among the AYLUS members who have 
made outstanding contributions to their communities. 

3.  The AYLUS Scholar Network is a platform that encourages college students to carry out 

public welfare activities on campus and in society to stimulate ideas, inspiration, mutual support, 
and information exchange. This platform consists of AYLUS Scholars and advisory groups. 
Fresh high school graduates, college students, and social activists are welcome to participate. 

4.  The advisory group is formed of AYLF directors and AYLUS branch advisors. Experts from 

all fields are welcome to join. The advisory group provides consultation and guidance for the 
AYLUS Scholar Network. 

5.  The AYLUS Scholar Network implements self-management. Those who have served as 

Presidents of AYLUS will act as coordinators. The general convener is appointed by the AYLF 
Board of Directors and rotates every year. 

6.  The AYLUS Scholar Network encourages participants to actively develop academic and 

public welfare projects. The initiator of the project is automatically the host of the project. 

7.  AYLUS Scholars are obliged to actively participate in the AYLUS Scholar Network and play 

leading roles. 

8.  AYLUS Scholars have the obligation and responsibility to provide assistance within their 

capacities when AYLUS needs support. 

9.  The AYLF Board of Directors has the final say on all matters related to the AYLUS Scholar 

and AYLUS Scholar Network projects. 
 
AYLUS SCHOLAR Scholarship  

1.  AYLUS Scholar scholarships and honorary certificates are awarded annually to U.S. high 

school graduates with outstanding charity activities and excellent character and academic 
performance. 

2.  Awards are issued in October every year.  

3.  Applicants need to submit the "AYLUS Scholar Application Form," a resume, and an essay 

of 350-500 words. The prompt of the essay is "My AYLUS Journey & Prospects for the AYLUS 

Scholar Network."  The application form can be downloaded from the AYLUS website: 

http://aylus.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/AYLUS-SCHOLAR-Application-Form.doc
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4.  Please email all application materials to aylfus@gmail.com 

5.  The application deadline is October 10th each year. 

6.  All applications are collectively reviewed and approved by the AYLF directors, who have no 

conflicts of interest with the applicants. 
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